
The evidence that beha-

viour influences health

and health outcomes

continues to increase exponentially. As a result,

governments, policy-makers, practitioners and

scientists urgently seek effective behaviour change

interventions. Since behavioural science has been

building evidence about how to change behaviour

for over a hundred years, it is important that this

knowledge contributes effectively to the deve-

lopment of behaviour change interventions. In this

talk I identify challenges to behavioural science,

and discuss how challenges to theory, methods of

investigation and the ways we communicate our

science might be met.

Language of behavioural science:
call behaviour behaviour’

Many words are used to describe

behaviours and this can fragment the

evidence and usefulness of behavioural

science (Dixon & Johnston, 2008). For

example, behaviours such as activity and smoking

may be referred to as lifestyle, but lifestyle also

implies fancy cars, home furnishings and fashion.

Behaviours are included in assessments of quality

of life but these measures also include a mixture of

other components (Pollard, Johnston, & Dieppe,

2006). Using a diversity of terms has two major

downsides: policy and practice do not benefit from

best behavioural science; and behavioural science

does not accumulate evidence effectively.

Target of behavioural interventions: ‘as
near the health outcome as possible’

Behaviour change interventions and predictive

models often depend on a causal chain, for example

from cognitions to behaviour to physiology to

disease to death. Given the attenuation at each

step, enormous changes are needed in cognitions to

impact health outcomes such as disease or

mortality. On the other hand there are behavioural

health outcomes such as activity limitations or

disability which can be directly and successfully

targeted using behavioural models and methods

(Johnston et al. , 2007).

Theory in Behavioural Science:
‘limit the proliferation of non-
distinguishable constructs’

Behavioural science uses an

enormous number of theories and

theoretical constructs in predicting

and changing behaviour

(www.behaviourchangetheories.com,). They are

difficult to communicate to other disciplines

(Michie et al. , 2005), and within behavioural

science many of these constructs cannot be

distinguished by our methods of assessment and

measurement (Johnston et al. , 2014). The

introduction of new constructs should be limited to

those that can be operationalised with

distinguishable content relevance and repre-

sentation (Bell et al. , in submission).
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Methods of testing theory: ‘test theories
using within person designs’

When used as a basis for intervention, tests of

theory can be vague or even inappropriate, for

example, in using evidence from between person

studies where within person evidence is required

(Johnston & Johnston, 2013). These two designs

can provide opposing evidence (Curran & Bauer,

2011): for example Quinn et al. (2012) and Quinn,

Johnston, and Johnston (2013) found that

perceived control predicted activity in between,

but not within person designs, while (Inauen et

al. , 2016) found that intention predicted snacking

in within but not in between person designs. Using

between person data might have led to

interventions to increase perceived control that

might have been harmful in Quinn et al’s

population, while the opportunity to reduce

snacking by lowering intention might have been

missed in Inauen’s participants.

Information from between person

studies indicates who might benefit

from intervention but not how to

intervene (Johnston, 2016).

Reporting behaviour change
interventions: ‘use best reporting
standards’

There is ample evidence that interventions,

especially behavioural interventions, are reported

badly but recent developments of standardised

methods can improve reporting (Johnston, 2014).

The TIDieR checklist (Hoffmann et al. , 2014)

provides a minimal reporting standard for all

interventions while the Behaviour Change

Techniques Taxonomy (Michie et al. , 2013) gives a

method for reporting the active content of

behaviour change interventions. Unless

interventions are reported well they can neither be

implemented nor replicated or improved.

Developing an ontology of behaviour
change interventions: ‘use agreed terms
and labels’

Evidence about behaviour change interventions

is increasing rapidly but in a fragmented way.

Cumulative science has progressed when they

adopted agreed systems of labelling key phenomena

(e.g. http://www.genenames.org/). Behavioural

science needs an ontology, which is an agreed set

of terms to describe the main aspects of a

behaviour change intervention. Work to develop

such an ontology and to use it to integrate and

organise the evidence is underway

(www.humanbehaviourchange.org)

Conclusions

Behavioural science faces many challenges but

many can be met and it is therefore poised to

contribute effectively to behaviour change

interventions addressing 21st century

health problems.
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